Abstract: In this paper, the new method is proposed for filtering of airborne LiDAR data based on improved Triangulated Irregular Network(TIN) algorithm and the details of filter principle is described. Firstly, LiDAR point cloud data is organized and designed by regular grid and TIN, the seed points from point cloud data are selected by regional sub-block method or mathematical morphology. Then, an initial sparse TIN is created from the seed points and densified upward gradually and the ground points are extracted through an interactive process. In experiments it is shown that this filtering method can effectively remove different sizes of buildings, low vegetation and other objects, and keep topographical features better.
Introduction
Due to the diversity of the terrain and the complexity of the surface features, LiDAR point cloud filtering is still in the stage of research and development with many difficulties and remains a focus of the research. According to Zhang [1] , the algorithms of filtering can be roughly divided into these kinds: Morphological method [2] , moving window method [3] , iterative least-squares interpolation method [4] , slope based filtering [5] , TIN(Triangulated Irregular Network) based filtering [6, 8] and other methods.
On the TIN based filtering, Axelsson [6] assumes that the local topography is flat, firstly select the lowest point within the local area as the seed point to build the initial sparse TIN, then densify the TIN in an iterative process through adapting to the points from below to above by the distance and angle to the triangle.Sohn [7] proposed another idea. He establishes a TIN tetrahedron at first, then gets the ground points by refining the model downward and upward with the Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion. Haugerud [8] builds the TIN model using the original point cloud data directly, and then calculate the curvature parameters from this TIN model. The point whose curvature changes rapidly is regarded as the non-ground point.
Depend on the TIN based algorithms introduced above, this paper proposes a new method for filtering LiDAR point cloud data based on progressive TIN. This method use grid and TIN as the organization format for LiDAR point cloud data. Firstly, block the whole dataset depend on the global terrain, and seed points are selected by regional sub-block method or mathematical morphology. Then, an initial sparse TIN will be created from these seed points. Ground points will be extracted in an interactive process and the TIN will be densified at the same time. The experiments show that this filtering method can effectively removes different sizes of buildings, low vegetation and other objects, but the topographical features will be kept very well.
Principle of filtering based on progressive TIN
As shown in figure 1, P is a discrete point, 1 V 
The distance between point P and triangle vertices 1
The iterative distance d and iterative angle α can be expressed as:
The iterative angle and iterative distance reflect the degree of TIN upward lift. The smaller the iterative angle is, the less possible will low vegetation be mistakenly classified to ground points. Iterative distance ensures that the triangulation will not take a big jump when the triangle is very large, in particular, some low narrow buildings can be effectively filtered out. Just as showed in Figure 2 , AB is a low narrow building, C is a triangle vertice. The iterative angle formed by the point C and the middle point of the building may be within the threshold, but because of iterative distance limitation, the middle point of the building will not be added to the TIN model.
Fig.2 Illustration of Iteration Distance

Filtering experiment
Test data
This experiment uses two dataset with typical terrain,to test the validity and reliability of this algorithm.Test data 1 is a mixed terrain with dense forests, vegetation, sharp slope and buildings. The data area is 1100 × 1100m, the maximum height difference is about 40 meters, the average distance between the points is approximately 3.2 meters, and the total number of discrete points is 86419.Test data 2 is the standard data recommended by ISPRS.It has 17,875 points [9] . The test data contains different size of buildings, trees, vegetation and roads. 
Results and analysis
Conclusion
The filtering method proposed in this article process the original LiDAR point cloud without interpolation. It can effectively filter out different sizes of buildings, low vegetation and other objects. It rarely lose ground points, that means TypeⅠerror is small. The accuracy is high so that it can keep the terrain features very well.For large, dense low vegetation and low vegetation on the slopes, the algorithm may regards the low vegetation points as the ground points and this will bring errors. Filtering effect for sharp slope should also be further improved. Dynamically adjusting the iterative angle and distance threshold will be considered in the future research to improve the algorithm's adaptive capacity.
